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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
old Ballaugh
chancel 
floor 1 pre-Ref. 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
old Ballaugh
chancel 




(1772) unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown
l. unknown x 
w. 5.89 metres (MNH PR, 1772)
old Ballaugh
chancel 
floor  3 1849 1 E wooden brown
friable 
(2010) n/a unknown rectangular
l. 3.95 x               
w. 5.89 metres 
old Ballaugh
sanctuary 
floor 1849 1 E carpeted red unknown n/a unknown rectangular




1 pre-Ref. 1 W unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown rectangular
l. 
approximately  








 'in decent 
order and 
repair [...]  
Aisle to be 
repaired' 
(1786) n/a unknown rectangular
l. probably       
> 17 x                
w. 5.89 metres
 'the floor of nine seats [...] 
ought to be flagged' (MNH VR 








(2010) n/a unknown rectangular
l. 8.9 x w. 5.89 
metres
old Ballaugh altar 1 after 1540 ?
probably 
not static 
(1663) unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH EPR 1663)
old Ballaugh altar 2 1665/6 1
 'placed as 
afore' 
(1665/6) unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown table unknown
 'a new communion table 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 








assessment table (1758) unknown
 (VRs 1758, 1782);  1832 floor 
plan (MNH DD box 96)










? a gift from 
the new 
church table (1894)
h. 800 mm x      
w. 1.32 metres 
x d. 730 mm (Kissack 1894)
old Ballaugh altar rails 1 after 1540 ? unknown unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
old Ballaugh altar rails 2
between 
1717 and 
1729 ? unknown unknown unknown
present 
(1729) n/a unknown unknown unknown
Mentioned in Rector Walker's 
1729 will (MNH EPR)










h. 770 mm x      
w. 2.81 metres 
x d. 90 mm
Rope rail replaced onto in situ 
posts with wooden rail from 




screen pre-Ref. ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
w. probably 
5.90 metres
possibly removed when chancel 
demolished and replaced in 
1717
old Ballaugh surplice 1 after 1540 ? n/a linen




(1766) n/a wardens unknown unknown (MNH VR 1766)
old Ballaugh surplice 2 1766 1 n/a linen
new (1766);                         
'in repair' 
(1782) n/a wardens unknown unknown (MNH VRs 1766, 1782)
old Ballaugh
altar carpet 
1   before 1665 1 n/a unknown purple unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
old Ballaugh
altar carpet 
2 before 1719 1 n/a unknown green unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH VRs 1719, 1748)
old Ballaugh
altar carpet 
3 1757 1 n/a unknown blue new (1757) n/a
 'private 
donation' unknown unknown (MNH VR 1757)
old Ballaugh
altar cloth 
4 before 1894 1 n/a unknown unknown
present 
(1894) n/a unknown unknown unknown  (Kissack 1894)
old Ballaugh









h. 450 x dia. 
145 mm
 '... Presented in memory of Ed 
Crenell Kneen by his wife ...' 
(MNH MCM June 1960: 14)
old Ballaugh altar cross 1929 1
E window-    
sill (2012) brass n/a
good 
(2012)
                                 
ERECTED BY 





HALL / 24TH 
SEPTEMBER 
1929 / Alice Hall
stepped 
Latin cross
h. 610 x w. 
250 x d. 130 
mm
old Ballaugh plates 1710 2 n/a pewter n/a
present 
(1748)
S. Mary of 
Ballaugh 1710 unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1748)




lipped unknown (MNH VR 1748
old Ballaugh chalices before 1748 2 n/a silver n/a
present 
(1748) unknown unknown unknown unknown
(MNH VR 1748); allegedly 
stolen c. 1795 (Jones 1907: 6)






shaped stems height 152 mm
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
old Ballaugh
Deca-        













h. 2.05 metres 
x w. 660 mm In new church 2011 
old Ballaugh pulpit 1 unknown 1 unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown triple-decker unknown
old Ballaugh pulpit 2 after 1717 1 unknown unknown unknown
 'in good 
repair' 
(1754) unknown unknown triple-decker unknown (MNH VR 1754)
old Ballaugh pulpit 3 1772 1
nave, N/E 
not near a 




Hildesley triple-decker unknown (MNH EPR 1772)












h. 1.64 x             




1 before 1665 1 n/a fabric purple
present 
(1665/6) n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH EPR 1665)










h. 343 x              
w. 216 mm
Between c. 1650 and 1660 
'ceased to be used' (Moore 
1900: 367);  (MNH VR 1748;                                        
P. Moore 1763-9: 202) 
old Ballaugh seating 1 before 1638 ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Finloe Quayle presented for not 
providing seating for 
churchwardens (MNH EPR 
1638).   Seating dispute 
between Nicholass Thompson 
and John Corlett (ibid. 1676/7)
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 








 some sunk 
and loose 
(1754) unknown unknown unknown unknown
seats regulated prior to 1717 
enlargement of building 
eastwards (MNH PR, Ballaugh 
1714); (MNH VR 1754);  some 
seating 'set to rights' in 1757 
(ibid.)





1830) nave unknown unknown
 'a number 
of seats [...] 






benches unknown (MNH DD 1830)
old Ballaugh
nave 






out (2010) un-inscribed unknown benches
N benches:       
h. 970 mm x           
w. 1.38 metres 
x d. 320 mm         
S benches:        
h. 970 mm x      
w. 2.22 metres 
x d. 320 mm
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
new Ballaugh
chancel 






cream new (1893) un-inscribed







l. 7.31 x              
w. 13.44 
metres















LAID BY / 
JAMES 
DAUGHERTY, / 
TO THE GLORY 
OF GOD / AND 
IN LOVING 
MEMORY OF 









DAUGHERTY, /  








l. 3.70 x              
w. 5.41 metres
Inscription north end of 
topmost step into sanctuary  
new Ballaugh nave floor 1832 1
whole 
floor pitch pine brown
sound 
(2011) un-inscribed parish rectangular
l. 22.45 x             
w. 13.44 
metres
(Isle of Man Times 11 
November 1893: 12)














probably          
h. 800 mm x      
w. 1.32 metres 
x d. 730 mm
floor plan (MNH DD 1830); 
(MNH VR 1835).  Probably 
moved to old church 1893, 
where it continues in use 
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 













h. 900 mm x     
w. 1.79 metres 
x d. 850 mm





 'in good 
repair' 
(1835) unknown unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1835)
new Ballaugh altar rails 2














h. 590 mm x       
w. 4.77 metres
new Ballaugh surplices 1 before 1835 > 1 n/a
probably 
linen
> 1 surplice 
'in good 
order' 
(1835) n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1835)
new Ballaugh surplice 2 1845/6 1 n/a
probably 
linen unknown n/a wardens unknown unknown
new surplice made (MNH PR, 
CWA 1845/6)
new Ballaugh surplice 3 1878 1 n/a
probably 
linen unknown n/a wardens unknown unknown
New surplice purchased (MNH 
PR, CWA 1878: 212)
new Ballaugh altar carpet none 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a unknown  'none' (MNH VR 1835)
new Ballaugh
 'commun-   
ion table 
cloth' after 1887 1 n/a unknown unknown
 'poor & 
Shabby 
looking' 
(1887) n/a unknown unknown unknown
 'a new one should as soon as 
Convenient be provided' (MNH 
VR 1887)












(MNH MCM Feb. 1891: 13;                 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
new Ballaugh






                                 
In remembrance / 
JOHN THOMAS 
TEARE C.P. / 
EASTER. 1925. /,                     
In remembrance / 
ENID MARY 
TEARE / 




h. 620 x              
w. 80 mm
no evidence of use before 1925 
discovered 
new Ballaugh altar cross after 1832 1
















1832 2 n/a silver n/a










edges h. 152 mm
h. 6 in., London, 1795/6 (Jones 
1907: 6, plate XIV)
new Ballaugh flagon 1771 / 1832 1 n/a pewter




St. Mary of 
Ballaugh 1771 unknown cylindrical 
h. 10 x dia. 5 
in. (260 x 125 
mm) 
(MNH VR 1835; MNH PR, 
CWA 1841); present 1937 (PR, 
Ballaugh terrier); now lost 
new Ballaugh patens 1832 2 n/a pewter
 'in good 
order' 




dia. 12 in. (305 
mm) 
(MNH VR 1835); present in 
1883 (Kermode et al. 1877-
1934: 238)




2 stolen silver cups replaced 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
new Ballaugh flagon 1883 1 n/a silver n/a
tarnished, 
original pin 
to lid hinge 
missing 
(2013)
St. Mary of 
Ballaugh. ISLE OF 
MAN, / 1883. /  
PRESENTED BY 
LADY BUCHAN 
/IN M EMORY 
OF HER 
G RAND        
FATHER  / THE 
REVD JAMES 
WILKS. / VICAR 
GENERAL OF 
THE ISLAND  / 
AND / RECTOR 
OF BALLAUGH 











h. 270 mm x 
dia. 150 mm
 'St. Mary de Ballaugh' in 
gothic script
new Ballaugh paten 1883 1 n/a silver n/a
tarnished 
(2013)
St. Mary de 









inscription dia. 230 mm
new Ballaugh chalice 1883 1 n/a silver gilt n/a
tarnished 
(2013)
St. Mary de 










h. 210 x              
dia. 100 mm  
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 














h. 2.05 metres 
x w. 660 mm probably from old church 








Mrs Gill of 
Chestnut 
Cottage 
Ballaugh gothic script inaccessible
(Isle of Man Times 11 
November 1893: 12) 














(1893) un-inscribed triple-decker unknown
Pulpit moved from central 
chancel in 1852 (MNH PR, 
Ballaugh vestry minutes 1852: 
154; MNH VR 1835)
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 





TO / THE 
GLORY OF GOD 
/ ALSO IN 
LOVING 
MEMORY OF / 
ROWLEY HILL, 
D.D. / BISHOP 






HAVE I HID IN / 
MINE HEART 
THAT I MIGHT / 
NOT SIN 
AGAINST THEE." 




h. 1.88 x w. 
1.36 x d. 1.4 
metres 
(Kermode et al. 1877-1934: 




board 1832 1 unknown unknown unknown
considered 
likely to fall 
down soon 
after 
installation unknown unknown unknown
sounding board removed 1832 
(MNH DD box 96)




Services 'read in Manks Three 
times in every month' (MNH 
VR 1835)
new Ballaugh
cushion/    
fall 1845/6 1 n/a unknown unknown unknown n/a wardens unknown unknown
Some textiles purchased for use 
on pulpit (MNH PR 1845/6)
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funding/        













(2012) un-inscribed unknown rectangular
h. 975 mm x     
w. 1.32 metres












gifts' (1892) unknown pew rents pews unknown
(MNH DD box 96; Kermode et 
al 1877-1934: 339)










subscrip-    
tion pews
h. 1.17 x             
w. 3.58 metres 
x d. 520 mm
Faculty granted to replace 1832 
nave pews (MNH DD box 96)
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funding/        


































l. 3.06 x              
w. 6.38 metres







l. 12.06 x             
w. 6.38 metres








h. 860 mm x     
w. 1.99 metres 
x d. 915 mm (CHCC NADFAS, 2007: 300)







h. 665 mm x     
w. 6.30 metres (CHCC NADFAS 2007: 303)
Bwlch-y-cibau surplice unknown ? n/a unknown white unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
Bwlch-y-cibau
altar 
carpet/         










(there is a 1982 photograph of 
dressed altar in church)
Bwlch-y-cibau
altar candle-    





h. 300 x dia. of 
base 115 mm (CHCC 2007: 109)










h. 650 x              
w. 300 mm (CHCC 2007: 108)
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Bwlch-y-cibau cup 1862/3 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
Given by Mrs Lee 
/ at the 
consecration of / 
Christ Church. / 
Bwlch-y-Cibau 








gm                
h.190 x dia. of 
bowl 95 mm
London 1862/3 (CHCC 2007: 
100)
Bwlch-y-cibau paten 1862/3 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
Given by Mrs Lee 
/ at the 
consecration of / 
Christ Church. / 
Bwlch-y-Cibau 








weight 330 gm                     
h. 55 x        
dia. 190 mm
London 1862/3 (CHCC 2007: 
101)
Bwlch-y-cibau flagon 1863/4 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
Given by Mrs Lee 
/ at the 
consecration of / 
Christ Church. / 
Bwlch-y-Cibau 










weight 540 gm                  
h. 275 mm x 
dia. 115 mm
London 1863/4 (CHCC 2007: 
102)









weight 220 gm                      
h. 50 x        
dia. 165 mm













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Bwlch-y-cibau pulpit 1 1864 1 nave, N Caen stone white
sound, 
clean 
(2010) un-inscribed unknown octagonal unrecorded
Bwlch-y-cibau BCP
probably 
from 1864 ? n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
BCP in use in Llansantffriad 
since 1729 (LLGC PR) 
Bwlch-y-cibau seating 1863 26
nave, N  








h. 850 mm x            
w. 2.54 metres 
x d. 510 mm
All seating free from 1864 
(floor plan, CHCC 2009)
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Kirk Malew chancel 1 pre-Ref. 1
E of 






Archway removed (MNH EPR 
1767)









l. 8.72 x            
w. 5.5 metres (MNH VRs 1766, 1782)
Kirk Malew nave pre-Ref. 1 W unknown unknown






'not in good 
repair' 
(1766) n/a unknown rectangular
l. 16.8 x w. 5.5 
metres
(MNH EPR 1665; MNH VRs 
1758, 1766)




parishion-     
ers rectangular
 'not exceeding 
23 ft in Length 
and 22 ft in 
Breadth' 
(1781) (MNH DD  box 103)
Kirk Malew
sanctuary 
floor 1 before 1781 1
E,  level  
unknown earthen n/a
probably 
uneven n/a unknown unknown unknown




floor 2 1781 1
E, level 
unknown unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Kirk Malew
sanctuary 
floor 3 20th c. 1




(2009) n/a unknown rectangular




























l. 2.32 x              
w. 1.52 metres









church' unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
removed c. 1636 (Bray, 2005: 
115)   











with altar in 
1665 unknown unknown
 'table' (VR 
1634) unknown
 'we have [...] a Communion 
table [...]' (MNH VR 1634); 
Barrow's letter implied Manx 
altars not positioned against 
east gable (MNH EPR 1663);  
'and as for the altar [...], it is to 
be done ...' (ibid. 1665)
Kirk Malew altar 2 after 1781 1 unknown unknown unknown
in good 
repair 
(1766) unknown unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1766)
Kirk Malew altar 3 late 19th c. 1 unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Incomplete nineteenth-century 
renovations.  Unknown if these 
involved replacement of older 
altar or table 
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 










h. 940 mm x       
w. 1.95 metres 
x d. 610 mm (MNH DD box 32b)











                                
The gift of the Rt 










l. 1.22 metres 
x w. 684            
x d. 43 mm
Kirk Malew altar rails 1 c. 1665 ? unknown unknown unknown
 'tottering' 
(1758) unknown unknown unknown unknown
 'as for the [...] raylings, it is to 
be done' (MNH EPR 1665); 'to 
be made firm & sufficient' 
(MNH VR 1758)
Kirk Malew altar rails 2 1781 ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
chancel rebuilt 1781 (MNH DD 
box 103)































supports l. 1.52 metres
Kirk Malew surplice 1 before 1634 1 n/a unknown unknown




(1634) n/a unknown unknown
(MNH VR 1634); by 1665 '[...] 
noe surplice [...]' (MNH EPR)
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Kirk Malew surplice 2 after 1758 1 n/a unknown
 'old & 
tattered' 
(1758)       
'in tolerable 
repair' 




church-         
wardens unknown unknown (MNH VRs)
Kirk Malew
altar carpet 
1 before 1665 ? n/a unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown










 'in bad 
order' 
















(1766) n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH VRs)
Kirk Malew
altar 
frontal 19th c. ?
altar           
(19th c.) unknown unknown unknown ihs unknown fitted unknown photograph
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funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Kirk Malew
altar candle-         





                                
TO THE GLORY 
















h. 302 x              
dia. 145 mm





h. 620 x              
w. 267 mm













flat rim. dia. 127 mm
(VRs); 5⅝ in. (Jones, 1907: 24, 
plate ii)
Kirk Malew flagon 1 before 1719 1 n.a pewter n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown (MNH VRs 1719, 1766)
Kirk Malew flagon 2 1745 1 n/a pewter n/a
 'There is 
noe [...] 
Flagon for 
Commun-     
ion [...]' 
(EPR, 
1665);  'in 
repair' 
(1766)
The Gift of Mrs C. 
Halsall to God and 




(MNH VR 1766, 1833);  
purchased by James Wilks for 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 




                                
The Gift of Mrs C. 
Halsall to God and 
the Altar of KK 
Malew, A.D. 1745
Mrs C. 
Halsall flat, rimmed unknown
(MNH VR 1833; Jones 1907: 
25)




                                 
The Gift of Mrs C. 
Halsall to God and 
the Altar of KK 
Malew, A.D. 1745
Mrs. C. 
Halsall unknown unknown (Jones 1907: 26)





 'in repair' 
(1766) unknown unknown cups unknown
(MNH VRs 1634, 1719, 1766.  
Since lost) 
Kirk Malew chalices 1781/2 2 n/a silver n/a
good 
(1907) unknown Arms unknown
footed 
oviforms h. 144 mm
(MNH VR 1833);                            
London, h. 5 11/16 in.                             
(Jones 1907: plate xiv, 25)
Kirk Malew chalices 1823 2 n/a plated n/a unknown
                                
The Gift of Capt. 
T. Fellows A.D. 
1823 T. Fellows unknown unknown (MNH VR 1833)
Kirk Malew font pre-Ref. 1 unknown granite grey




h. 1.8 metres x 
dia. of bowl 
540 mm 
(MNH VR 1634). Removed 
17th c., reinstalled 1848 (Neale 
1848: 35) 
Kirk Malew Decalogue pre-1634 unknown unknown unknown unknown
Decalogue in 
English unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1634)
Kirk Malew pulpit 1 before 1636 1
below 
rood 
screen unknown unknown unknown unknown parish unknown unknown













funding/        
donor form size Comments 






(1759) unknown the parish
probably 
triple-decker unknown
 (MNH EPR 1637; MNH VR 
1759)
Kirk Malew pulpit 3 1759 1 unknown unknown unknown
 'in good 
condition' 
(1766) unknown the parish triple-decker unknown
(MNH VR 1766); 'a new pulpit 
is erected' (MNH VR 1759)












h. 1.67 x             
w. 1.30 x        
d. 1.5 metres
Limited ecclesiological changes 







before 1758 1 n/a unknown unknown





'scandal-    
ously 
ragged 
(1758) n/a unknown unknown unknown




2 after 1759 1 n/a unknown unknown unknown parish unknown unknown
 'As to [...] the pulpit cloth [...] 
we shall also take care to have 
the carpet repaired or a new 
one procured [...]' (MNH VR 
1758/9)
Kirk Malew BCP before 1634 1 n/a unknown unknown
present 
(1634) unknown unknown unknown unknown
Between c. 1650 and 1660 
'ceased to be used' (Moore 
1900: 367); (MNH VR 1634)
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funding/        




1660 ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Kirk Malew BCP
after 1665, 
before 1719 1 n/a unknown unknown
present 
(1719) unknown unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1719)
Kirk Malew seating 1 1639
3 
pews nave, N/E unknown unknown unknown unknown





Knock Rushen given 
prescedence over Ronaldsway 
House's pew on N. side of nave 
near chancel.  Balladoole 
granted adjacent pew (MNH 
EPR 1636, 1639)





 'some [...] 
seats are 













(MNH ERP 1665);  'Most [...] 
want repairing, the forms being 
broken and supported with 
great stones' (ibid. 1698); 
(MNH VR 1743) 





(1766) unknown unknown unknown unknown (VRs 1748,  1766)
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donor form size Comments 















h. 1 x                  
w. 2.4 metres x 
d. 330 mm
N transept built (MNH DD 
1781/2).   List of 1781 
pewholders compiled in 1809, 
updated in 1845 (MNH PR 
1845)  













those in N 
transept
h. 1.05 x             
w. 2.37 metres 
Nave pews 'broken and decayed 
[...] not worthy of the expense 
of repairing and painting them' 
(MNH DD 1830: box 103).  
Some west end pews removed 
to allow for rebuilding of vestry 
and new baptistry (ibid. 1899).
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l. 5.60 x               
w. 4.84 metres
Repairs responsibility of 


















l. 3.17 x              
w. 4.84 metres













l. 18.60 x            
w. 12.63 
metres












h. 950 mm x      
w. 1.66 metres 
x d. 900 mm
present position probably 
recent (CHCC 2003/4: 300)











h. 640 mm x     
w. 4.71 metres (CHCC 2003/4: 300)
Leighton surplice 1853 1 n/a unknown unknown n/a
Naylor 
family unknown unknown (SA PR 1853)
Leighton
altar candle-    







h. 355 x              
dia. of base 
155 mm (CHCC 2003/4: 110)







h. 610 x              
w. 240 x              
d. 175 mm (CHCC 2003/4: 111)
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donor form size Comments 










weight:              
760 gm;                      
h. 245 x dia. 
115 mm 
(SA PR 1853); London 1852/3 
(CHCC 2003/4:100)
Leighton flagon 1852/3 1 n/a silver gilt n/a pristine








weight:              
15,600 gm;                       
h. 400 x           
dia. 145 mm
(SA PR 1853; CHCC 2003/4: 
102)




family unknown unknown (SA PR 1853)
Leighton
footed 










weight               
600 gm;                       
h. 110 x        
dia. 180 mm















2 outer panels:            
h. 2.02 metres 
x w. 560 mm;      
3 inner panels:              
h. 1.57 metres 
x w. 560 mm
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donor form size Comments 














h. 2.31 x             
w. 2.04 x               
d. 1.25 metres
(CHCC 2003/4: 304; fv); pulpit 
adjacent to Naylor pew at S.E. 




from 1853 ? n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown
probably 
Naylor 
family in English unknown (SA PR 1853)







(CHCC 2003/4: 314); 'Naylor 
Pew' (Anton-Stephens 1993: 
10)









h 930 x               
w. 520 mm - 
6.41 metres
(CHCC 2003/4: 315); choir 
seats (Anton-Stephens 1993: 
11)







h. 990 mm x. 
w. 1.77 metres (CHCC 2003/4: 316)
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floor 1 pre-1892 1 E unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown














l. 7.6 x                




floor 1 pre-1892 1
E, raised 3 













l. 2.85 x              




1 pre-1892 1 W unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown



















l. 20. 97 x            




1892/3 1 sanctuary wood dark unknown unknown unknown
table, turned 
legs small (LLGC Thomas)
Llansantffraid-





wood        
worm 





h. 1.01 x             
w. 2.26 metres 
x d. 690 mm (CHCC 1998: 301)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain altar rails
rails 17th or 
18th c., 











h. 700 mm x     
w. 4.82 metres













funding/        









1727)  'oaken' unknown unknown unknown unknown
 'rood-loft 
















h. 3.70 x            
w. 5.36 metres
(Haslam 1979: 150; CHCC 
1998: 316)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain surplice before 1729 2 n/a unknown
good 
(1806) n/a unknown unknown unknown
LLGC PR 1729, 1749); two in 




carpet/         
frontal before 1729 1 n/a cloth green unknown n/a  'fine' unknown (LLGC PR 1729)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain










pans unknown (LLGC Thomas)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain
altar candle-    
sticks 2 unknown 2











h. 410 x              
w. 180 mm (CHCC 1998: 114)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain altar cross unknown 1






















funding/        
donor form size Comments 
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain cup 1677 /1720 1 n/a silver n/a
good 
(1998)
IHS / Lansantfraid 
in Comitatu / 
Momntgomery / 
Ricus Pryce 
















gm;                         
h. 255 x           
dia. 120 mm
London 1677 (CHCC 1998: 
100).   Translation: 
Llansantffraid in the County of 
Mongomery Richard Pryce 
Esquire William Lloyd son-in-
law Wardens 1720 (LLGC PR 
1729) 
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain paten 1720 2 n/a silver n/a unknown
                                












gm;                       
h. 45 x           
dia. 165 mm
(CHCC NADFAS, 1998: 102).  
Translation: The gift of Robert 
Wynne Professor of Theology 
chancellor of St Asaph and here 
Rector of the Church of 
Llansantffraid in the County of 
Montgomery 1720; London 
(LLCG PR 1729)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain cup 1722/23 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
STP Donum 















gm;                     
h. 210 x dia. of 
bowl 95 mm
London, 1722/23 (CHCC 1998: 
101).  Translation: Donated by 
Robert Wynne Professor of 
Theology  Church of 
Llansantffraid Rector of the 
same (LLCG PR 1729)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain flagon before 1729 1 n/a pewter n/a unknown un-inscribed unknown unknown unknown (LLCG PR 1729)
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Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain paten 1733 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
LLANSFRAYD in 
Mechen The Gift 
of the Honrd Mrs 
Margt Godolphyn 












gm;                        
h. 50 x        
dia. 210 mm





Arms before 1727 1
N wall of 
nave 
(1727) unknown unknown unknown un-inscribed unknown unknown unknown
 [...] agreed that six yards of the 
north wall of the church, from 
the King's Arms to the east end 
thereof, be broken down and 
opened up [...]' (Jones 1871: 
121) 
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain pulpit 1 before 1729 1
nave, S/E 
near 
window oak unknown unknown unknown unknown
triple-
decker, steps 
on E side unknown
LLGC, Thomas);                            
floor plan (Jones 1871: 98)
Llansantffraid-










decker,  4 
steps on N 
side
h. 3.26 x             
w. 1.03 metres (CHCC 1998: 317)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain BCP 18th c. 2 n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
one English, 













(Silvester and Frost 1999: 6, 




cushion 18th c. 1 n/a unknown
green     
cloth, 
1749 n/a n/a unknown n/a unknown (LLGC PR 1749, 1751)
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Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain seating 1 before 1892 2 unknown oak unknown unknown 1624, 1630 unknown pews unknown
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain seating 2 before 1892 ? nave wood brown unknown unknown unknown box pews unknown (Figures 20, 21)
Llansantffraid-
ym-Mechain seating 3 1892/3
N 11; 
S 17 nave oak brown
sound 
(2010) un-inscribed unknown benches various
(CHCC 1998: 329).   Free since 
installation (1892 plaque) 
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l.  6.11 x             
w. 6.07 metres 
Repaired 1901 after Rev. 
Holmes fell through old floor 
within altar rail (MNH PR, St 
















(2012) n/a unknown semi-circular
l. 1.71 x              
w. 3.64 metres see above
St Mark's
nave floor 
1 1772 1 W earth unknown
damp and 
cold (1827) n/a unknown rectangular unknown












l. 9.84 x              
w. 6.07 metres 
Floor earthen when Clarke 
arrived in 1827 (Manx Sun 13 
Feb. 1864: 17)
St Mark's altar 1 1772 1 chancel, E wood unknown







 'little' (Clarke 
1863: 28-31)
(MNH PR, St Mark's 1773; 
MNH VRs 1822, 1834)
St Mark's altar 2 1897/8 1 chancel, E unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown  'table' unknown
(MNH PR, St Mark's box 4, 
1898)




 'old kitchen 
table' unknown













funding/        
donor form size Comments 


















(2012) un-inscribed unknown altar
h. 980 mm x      
w. 1.50 metres 
x d. 600 mm
(Slater 1857: 2 of 12); altar 
from Derbyhaven Chapel which 
closed in 1993 (PR, Malew 
Logbook 1979/80: 51; MNH 













(2010) Holy, Holy, Holy /
Chaplain 
Holmes recto-linear
h. 360 mm x     
w 2.36 metres 
x d. 400 mm
(MNH PR, St Mark's box 4, 
IOM DFAS 2009: 301)
St Mark's altar rails 1772 1
chancel,          










h. 550 mm x      
w. (including 
central 
opening)        
3.64 metres (MNH IOM DFAS 2009: 302)
St Mark's surplices 1 1772 1 n/a unknown unknown
 'in good 
repair' 
(1782) n/a wardens unknown unknown
Cloth bought 'for surplice 
making' (MNH PR, St Mark's 
1773); (MNH VR 1782)
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St Mark's surplices 2 1823 > 1 n/a
cotton 
('calico') unknown
 'not in 
good order 
in 1822.  At 
least one 
new (1823) n/a n/a unknown unknown
(MNH VR 1822; MNH PR, St 
Mark's 1823;  MNH VR 1834)
St Mark's surplices 3 1835 1 n/a  'calico' unknown n/a wardens unknown unknown
13 yards of calico purchased to 
make surplice (MNH PR, St 
Marks box 7)
St Mark's surplices 4 1897-1918 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a wardens n/a unknown




1 1773 1 n/a
wool 
('baze') green  unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
(MNH PR, St Mark's 1773); 




2 6 May 1862 1 n/a unknown unknown new (1862) n/a the parish carpet unknown
New altar carpet bought  6 May 




3 before 1918 1 n/a unknown red
present 
(1918) n/a n/a unknown unknown (PR, St Mark's 1918: 10)
St Mark's
altar candle-     
sticks 1987 2 n/a brass n/a
good 
(2009)
1987 / ST. 
MARK'S 
CHURCH /









h. 270 x              
dia. 100 mm (MNH IOM DFAS 2009: 106)


















h. 265 x              
w. 180 mm (MNH IOM DFAS 2009: 105)
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The Gift of the 
L ADIES  / of the 
Parish of Kirk 








weight               
249 gm;                      
h. 170 x          
dia. 85 mm
London 1772 (IOM DFAS 
2009: 100);  (MNH VR 1918)
St Mark's paten 1730 / 1772 1 n/a silver n/a wear (2009)
                                 
Presented to St. 
Mark's CHAPEL in 
Kirk Malew by 







weight:              
195 gm;                     
l. 160 x               
w. 160 mm
London 1730 (PR, St Mark's 
1918; MNH IOM DFAS 2009: 
101)









(2009) un-inscribed wardens tulip-shaped
h. 250 (without 
lid) x dia. 120 
mm
(MNH PR, St Mark's 1773, 
MNH VRs 1830,1834; MNH 
IOM DFAS 2009: 102)















1918 unknown unknown unknown unknown
Holmes recorded presence of 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
St Mark's pulpit 1 1772 1
nave, NE, 
not near a 
window 
(1773) pewter unknown




(1834) unknown unknown triple-decker unknown
Floor plan (MNH PR, St 








in need of 
repair 
(1864) unknown unknown unknown unknown
(Clarke, Manx Sun 13 Feb. 
1864: 17)
St Mark's pulpit 2
between 
1897 and 
1903 1 unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
single-
decker unknown
Reading desk converted into 
pulpit (MNH PR, St Mark's box 
4)











h. 1.70 x            
w. 1.05 metres  (MNH IOM DFAS 2009: 326)
St Mark's BCP 1773 1 n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown subcriptions unknown  'Royal Quarto' 
(MNH PR, St Mark's 1773); 
present 1782, 1830, 1834 
(MNH VRs)
St Mark's seating 1 1772
27 
pews nave wood unknown
 most door-
less (1827) n/a unknown pews unknown
(MNH PR, St Mark's 1773; 
Clarke 1863: 28)  






randomly on aisle 
sides over and 








h. 860 mm x     
w. 2.44 metres 
x d. 520 mm 
(IOM DFAS 
2009: 311)
Unspecified renovations carried 













funding/        





floor pre-Ref. 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown rectangular
overall l. of 
nave and 
chancel 10.36 




Castletown nave floor pre-Ref. 1 W unknown unknown unknown n/a rectangular
overall l. of 
nave and 
chancel 10.36 






floor pre-Ref. 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a rectangular








(1687 ) unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Remnants of piscina at E end of 
south wall suggest position of 
altar.  Ruth Rush buried under 









screen unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
medieval St 
Mary's 










altar candle-    
sticks unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
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medieval St 
Mary's 
Castletown altar cross unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
medieval St 
Mary's 
Castletown plate unknown ? n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown




Castletown pulpit unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
medieval St 
Mary's 
Castletown BCP unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Between c. 1650 and 1660 





cushion/    
fall unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
medieval St 
Mary's 
Castletown seating unknown ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
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1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
chancel 
floor 1701 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a rectangular
overall l. of 
nave and 
chancel 24.69 
x w. 7.32 
metres
 Chapel 81 x 24 ft (Feltham 
1798: 269)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown nave floor 1701 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a rectangular
overall l. of 
nave and 
chancel 24.69 
x w. 7.32 
metres
Chapel 81 x 24 ft (Feltham 
1798: 269)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
sanctuary 
floor 1701 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a rectangular
unknown l. x 
w. 7.32 metres
Chapel 81 x 24 ft (Feltham 
1798: 269)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown altar 1 1701 1 east unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
1701 St Mary's 





grey/        







                                
The gift of the Rt 









l. 1.22 metres 
x w. 684 x         
d. 43 mm (Stott 2009)
1701 St Mary's 




sub-     
scriptions unknown unknown (Ralfe 1926: 20)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown altar rails 1 1705 4
chancel, 
around 




accounts unknown unknown (Stott 2009)
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1701 St Mary's 
Castletown altar rails 2
unknown, 
possibly 
after 1811 ? unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown surplice 1 1709 2 n/a
French 





l. of fabric 
purchased  
24.69 metres x 
unknown w. 
27 yards of linen purchased to 
make surplice (Stott 2009)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown surplice 2 1733 ? n/a
linen of 
unknown 




accounts unknown unknown (Stott 2009)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown surplice 3 1755 ? n/a
linen of 
unknown 








14 yards of linen purchased to 
make surplice (Stott 2009)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown




2 n/a linen unknown unknown n/a
Lord's 
household 
accounts tablecloths unknown  (Stott 2009)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
altar candle-   
sticks n/a 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a No evidence of use 
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
altar 
crosses n/a 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a No evidence of use 
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
chalice & 




















chalice:           
h. 178 x        
dia. 108 mm  
paten:            
h. 24 x        
dia. 144 mm
London 1661/2; chalice:  h. 7 
in. x dia. 4¼ in.,  paten: h.  
15/16 in. x dia. 5 11/16 (Jones 
1907: plate xi, 26)
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1701 St Mary's 
Castletown
salver/        
paten 1809 1 n/a silver n/a
good 
(2010)
                                
The Gift of Miss 






feet dia. 257 mm
London 1734/5, dia. 10⅛ in. 
(Jones 1907: plate xi, 29)




in front of 
altar unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
probably 
triple-decker unknown
Feltham noticed red satin pulpit 
cloth but did not comment on 
altar (1798: 268)
1701 St Mary's 
Castletown BCP
probably 









pulpit unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
Resolved to sell ‘sounding 
board some time ago removed 
over the pulpit to the Academic 
School’ (MNH DD, Castletown 
box 98, 1817)  
1701 St Mary's 




Pews not formally allocated 
until 1788 (Ralfe 1926: 19, 46-
48), albeit evidence of earlier, 
less formal allocation (MNH 
EPR 1770)
1701 St Mary's 








owned, bought, sold, 
bequeathed and inherited like 













funding/        
donor form size Comments 
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown
chancel 
floor 1826 1 E unknown unknown unknown n/a Crown (⅓)
undefined,    
rectangular
whole 
building:        
l. 27.43 x w. 
12.19 metres
(MNH DD, Castletown, box 
98, 1868); building 90 x 40 ft 
(Thompson 1964: 27)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown nave floor 1826 1 W unknown unknown unknown n/a
pew rents 
(⅔)
undefined,    
rectangular
whole 
building:          
l. 27.43 x w. 
12.19 metres
(MNH DD, Castletown box 98, 
1868)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown altar 1









                                
The gift of the Rt 




10th Earl of 
Derby rectangular
l. 1.22 metres 
x w. 684 x           
d. 43 mm
 'In the Vestry [...] is a stone 
table [...]' (MNH MCM 1892).  
New supports made between 
1855 and 1896 when altar 
tranferred to vestry (Ralfe 
1926: 39) 
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown altar 2 1811 1 chancel wood unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown (Ralfe 1926: 20)
1826 St Mary's 




sections     






h. 890 mm x      
w. 2.11 metres 
x d. 800 mm (MNH MCM 1892)
1826 St Mary's 






2010     




h. 170 mm x     
w. 2.04 metres 
x d. 170 mm (MNH MCM 1892)
1826 St Mary's 










(2010) un-inscribed Mr Dodd
moulded, 
curved ends
h. 560 x              
w. 430 x              
d. 80 mm (MNH PR, Castletown 1892)
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1826 St Mary's 
Castletown surplice before 1833 ? n/a unknown unknown n/a Vestry unknown unknown present in 1833 (MNH VR)
1826 St Mary's 





Taggart unknown unknown (MNH PR, Castletown 1892)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown
altar candle     
sticks 1 unknown 2 n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown ornate unknown
In use before being replaced in 
1844 (Thompson 1964: 21)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown
altar candle      
sticks 2
1770/1 /        










bases h. 276 mm
London, 1770/1, donated 'for 
use of the said Chapel for ever 
and to be placed therin on the 
Communion Table', h. 10⅞ in. 
(Jones 1907: plate xi, 28)






1921 1 unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
 Installed in Rev. Locke's time 
(Thompson 1964: 21, (1896-
1921))
1826 St Mary's 








chalice:           
h. 178 x        
dia. 108 mm   
paten:            
h. 24 x        
dia. 144 mm
London 1661/2, chalice:               
h. 7 x dia. of bowl 4¼ in.,                
paten: h. 15/16 x dia. 5 11/16 
in. (Jones 1907: plate xi, 26)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown salver 1826 1 n/a silver n/a unknown
                                
The Gift of Miss 







feet dia. 257 mm
London 1734/5, dia. 10⅛ in. 
(Jones 1907: plate xi, 29)
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1826 St Mary's 







Two silver patens and single 
salver listed (MNH VR 1833)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown chalice afer 1833 1 n/a silver n/a
present in 
1833 plain unknown plain unknown
 'The other chalice bears neither 
inscription or emblem' (MNH 
VR 1833)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown chalice 1830 1 n/a silver n/a
good 
(2010)
This Cup / was 
given by / Robert 
Quaye Esq. / for 
the use of / Saint 
Mary's Chapel / 






dia. 203 x           
h. 51 mm
London 1827/8, dia. 8 in. x h. 2 
in. (Jones 1907: plate xi, 27)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown paten 1830/1 1 n/a silver n/a
good 
(2010)
                                 
This Paten / was 
presented by / 
Robert Quaye Esq. 
/ for the use of / St 
Mary's Chapel / 






edge h. 232 mm 
London 1830/1, h. 9⅛ in. 
(Jones 1907: plate xi)




c. 1725/            
November 







foliate/      
scroll design
weight              
1,333 gm
Dublin c. 1725 (Jones 1907: 
plate xi, 27)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown flagon 1898 1 n/a silver n/a new (1898) unknown subs unknown unknown (MCM 1892: 92 et seq. )
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1826 St Mary's 




time       
(1943-
1954) unknown unknown wall painting unknown (Thompson 1964: 21, 22)







(1826-           









Present in 1833 (MNH VR; 
Ralfe 1926: 31, 33)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown BCP
probably 
since 1832 n/a unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown English unknown Present in 1833 (MNH VR)
1826 St Mary's 
Castletown
cushion/    
fall before 1833 > 1 unknown unknown unknown
present in 
1833 n/a unknown unknown unknown (MNH VR 1833)

















(2012) un-inscribed unknown rectangular
h. 1.22 x             
w. 1.21 metres (Gelling 1998: 60)











920 seats, 300 free (MNH DD 
box 98;  Ralfe 1926: 22)
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1 before 1792 1 W bricks unknown
 'sinks down 
in several 
places' 
(1792) n/a unknown rectangular 
probably          
l. 17.93 x                 
w. 6.86 metres (SA VR 1792)
Trelystan
nave floor 
2 1856 1 W









(2010) un-inscribed John Naylor rectangular 
l. 17.93 x            
w. 6.86 metres (SA PR 1857)













h. 830 mm x      
l. 1.32 metres 
x w. 680 mm
Silvester et al.  1999: 4; CHCC 
NADFAS 1991: 300)
Trelystan altar rails




altar       













h. 750 mm x      
w. of N & S 
sides 1.9 x              




(Silvester et al 1999: 4 ); 













funding/        

















repaired un-inscribed public subs.
arcade of 
five bays of 
pierced 
tracery
h. 1.98 x              
l. 3.5 metres x 
d. 135 mm
(Parker 1930: 219;                          
Silvester et al. 1999: 3/4;               
NADFAS 1991: 310)




subscrip-           
tion unknown unknown (SA VR 1792)




New surplice funded by 




carpet/          
frontal 1826/27 1 n/a unknown unknown unknown n/a unknown unknown unknown
 'New cloth for the Sacrament 
Table' funded by Leighton 
township (SA PR 1826/7)
Trelystan altar cloth 1856 1 n/a unknown unknown unknown n/a
public sub- 
scription
embroid-        
ered Sacred 
monogram 
l. 2.29 metres 
x unknown w. l. 2½ yards (SA PR 1856) 
Trelystan cup 1824/5 1 n/a plated n/a unknown un-inscribed unknown unknown unknown (SA PR 1824/5)












gm;                       
h. 230 mm
London, 1882 (CHCC 
NADFAS 1991: 102).  
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gm;                       
h. 165 x          
dia. 92.5 mm 
London 1889/90 (CHCC 
NADFAS 1991: 100)
Trelystan paten 1890 1 n/a silver n/a
good 
(1991)
                                
AMDG et in usum 
Ecclesia 
Trelystaneusis  DD 
Johannes Sawer 
Vicarius / et 
Harrietta Sawyer 











weight: 90 gm;              
dia. 140 mm 
London, 1889/90 (CHCC 
NADFAS, 1991: 101)














English unknown Gothic arch
h. 980 x              
w. 540 mm
Trelystan pulpit 1 unknown 1 unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
probably 
triple-decker unknown steps mended 1822/23 (SA PR)
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pulpit / to the 









h. 1.95 x             
w. 1.1 metres 
lettering in gothic script 




1792 ? n/a unknown unknown




English unknown  (SA VR 1792)
Trelystan
cushion/    
fall 1802 1 n/a unknown unknown
mended 
(1810/1) n/a unknown unknown unknown (SA PR)










1.  h. 420 mm 
x      l. 3.68 
metres x d. 
290 mm    and                          
2. h. 470 mm x       
l. 4.30 metres 
x d. 330 mm (CHCC NADFAS 1991: 306)
Trelystan seating 2 before 1828
18 
pews nave unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown pews unknown (SA VR 1828)
Trelystan seating 3 before 1828  ? nave unknown unknown unknown unknown public subs. benches unknown (SA VR 1828)
















h. 760 mm x     
l. 2.87 metres
(PR, Leighton 1857;  CHCC 
NADFAS 1991: 314)
